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  A tiny elf named Belle,

        Had a secret she'd never tell.

        In the moonlight so bright,

        She'd dance all night,

        Spreading magic, her movement a spell.

Belle the Elf



                 A little elf named Flynn,

        Could do a handstand on a pin.

        With flips and with spins,

        And a grin that begins,

        He turned somersaults with a festive grin.

Flynn the Elf



 An elf who loved sweets and delight,

        Baked cookies all through the night.

        With sugar and spice,

        And everything nice,

        Her treats, such a beautiful sight

Spice the Elf



         A musical elf named Melody,

        Played tunes with such sweet harmony.

        With bells and a flute,

        And dancing in his cute suit,

        He enchanted the North Pole with glee.

Melody the Elf



        There was an old elf with a beard,

        Whose workshop skills were revered.

        With hammer and nails,

        And some magical tales,

        He crafted toys loved and endeared.

Beardie the Elf



  A mischievous elf from the North,

        Loved to play games and show off his worth.

        He'd hide in the tree,

        Just for laughs, you see,

        Spreading holiday cheer and much mirth.

Tree the Elf



There once was a jolly young elf,

        Who wrapped gifts all by himself.

        With ribbon and bows,

        And a bright, shiny nose,

        He brought joy with each toy on the shelf.

Jolly the Elf



    An elf with a talent for dance,

        Twirled and leaped in a trance.

        With leaps high and low,

        And a graceful bow,

        He brought movement to the holiday expanse.

Prancer the Elf



Handy the Elf

     An elf with a toolbox in hand,

        Fixed broken toys across the land.

        With a wrench and some glue,

        And a smile that grew,

        She made playtime joyously grand.



        There was a young elf named Clyde

        Who loved to sled down the hillside,

        With a hat full of cheer,

        And laughter so clear,

        He went on snowy adventures with no guide.

Clyde the Elf



Hawkeye the Elf

   In Santa's workshop, a diligent elf,<br>

        Sorted gifts all by himself.<br>

        With tags and with bows,<br>

        In neat, organized rows,<br>

        He brought orders to the festive shelf.



There once was an elf on a board,

Carving snow, his skills he'd afford.

With a leap and a spin,

Through the snow, he would grin,

A snowboarding elf, loved and adored!

Shredder the Elf


